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Abstract: In this article, some of Iran (and my) scientific problems were mentioned. It was concluded that Iran and I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and Iran and I will not become anything in general. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy. It was said that there are many people in the world who are much greater than me both in science and money. Therefore, do not be jealous of me, my science and my brain. Also, it was deduced that the only way for the scientific advancement of Iran is to make Iran a state of USA.
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INTRODUCTION
Voice of America (VOA Persian) has issued an article [1] that is in the same line with this paper. In fact, that article from VOA Persian confirms this paper. Also Eminent Crown Prince of Iran, Reza Pahlavi has a saying from Atamalek Joveini about Iran Islamic Regime as “They came and dug and burned and killed and took away and went” [2] which approves this paper.

DISCUSSION
A large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access and this has been the subject of my previous papers [3 to 14]. This fact was first introduced by my university professor Mohammad Jamialahmadi during the courses with whom I had at the university. He was known as the scientific pole of the university and his resume can be found in internet [15]. In fact, he repeated this fact for may times in the classroom and for all the students but the matter was very heavy such that nobody understood it. This fact is exactly mentioned as a world problem in “Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential” [16] as “A considerable amount of scientific research is conducted in institutes or under contracts which preclude dissemination of the results to other than a select group [17]”. It should be noted that I do not want to continue education and become a university professor like Mr. Mohammad Jamialahmadi. There are lots of reasons for this decision. One reason is that universities are waste of time and in the case of Iran are stablished to make people busy with science for them not to think of important things like politics and they prevent progress. Another reason is my mental health. If I do not continue education, then my schizophrenia will heal according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM. The other reason is that I will not become anything in the science as I have illustrated in this and my previous papers [3 to 14] because a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access.

7 months ago I created a PETITION in internet titled “Make Iran a state of USA” and I invited many people to sign it [18]. It should be noted that USA as the world giant technology country is the top superpower and Iran is a retarded and underdeveloped country (It should be noted that when the people see that I want something like USA, then they do not give me that thing like USA for me to catch schizophrenia). I have heard that this idea of making Iran a state of USA was first suggested by the late king of Iran His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi for Iran and before Iran Islamic revolution in 1979. Unfortunately, no one signed that PETITION which I created. The reason why nobody signed my petition was that the people think that if they sign my PETITION, then I will be upgraded. Therefore, they did not give me that upgrade so that I catch schizophrenia. As the illustration of this PETITION I should say that it is necessary for scientific and general advancement of Iran that people sign it. The following benefits of this PETITION are noticeable:
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1- If Iran becomes a state of USA, then there will be neither competition for advancement nor enmity between Iran and USA in general. 
2- A large part of discovered science is kept secret. If Iran becomes a state of USA, then Iran will reach the science of USA as the main source of science without any cost. Science is necessary for advancement and development of Iran. 
3- The most important part of the science is political sciences that governs all the country. If Iran becomes a state of USA, then Iran will reach the political sciences of USA as the top political sciences of the world without any cost. Dear Eminent Mr. President Donald J. Trump is the greatest political scientist of the world ever. I have mentioned this to say that there are many people in the world who are much greater than me in the political sciences and in the money and that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general. 
4- One of the main goals of Iranian political activists is to build a country which rules according to the articles of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights [19]. USA is the best country who rules according to The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. If Iran becomes a state of USA, then the articles of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights will be obeyed in Iran without any cost. There is inequality in distribution of wealth in Iran such that political activity has the highest amounts of money. For example, Khamenei as Iran leader has a worth of USD 200 Billion [20] which is approximately twice more than the worth of richest person in the world as Mr. Jeff Bezos (USD 116.9 Billion) who is known as the founder of AMAZON as world giant technology company [21]. There are lots of these people who have obtained money by science like Mr. Mark Zuckerberg who has founded the world giant technology company of FACEBOOK and has a net worth of USD 103.8 Billion [22]. Another example is Mr. Bill Gates who has founded the giant technology company of MICROSOFT and has a net worth of USD 115.6 Billion [23]. But Khamenei has done nothing and has obtained such a huge asset. Whilst, the final limit of assets for simple employees (like me) in industry, in university or in research institute is having a house and a car both in Iran and outside Iran. In the field of inspection and corrosion there are also world giant technology companies who offer INTELLIGENT PIGGING services. Iran cannot produce intelligent pigs and in fact the science for making intelligent pigs is not in public access [24]. Also foreign companies rarely come to Iran for intelligent pigging because of USA and international sanctions against Iran and its oil and gas sector. Intelligent pigging is not cheap and costs about USD 35000 per mile of pipeline [25]. Iran has a total of 12107 Kilometers of oil and gas pipelines [26]. Therefore, running intelligent pigs in all Iran pipelines costs USD 264840625 which is huge amount of money. According to the new research report "Intelligent Pigging Market by Technology (Magnetic Flux Leakage, Ultrasonic, Caliper), Application (Metal Loss/Corrosion Detection, Geometry Measurement & Bend Detection, Crack & Leak Detection), Pipeline Type (Gas, Liquid) - Global Forecast to 2023", the intelligent pigging market is estimated to grow from USD 570.8 Million in 2018 to USD 717.9 Million by 2023, at a CAGR of 4.69% between 2018 and 2023. Some major companies in Intelligent Pigging Market are Baker Hughes (US), ROSEN Group (Germany), T.D. Williamson (US), Onstream Pipeline Inspection (Canada), NDT Global (Ireland), Enduro Pipeline Services (US), Intertek Group (UK), Dacon Inspection Services (Thailand), LIN SCAN (UAE), Applus (Spain) and etc [27]. I have given these great examples to say that there are many people in the world who are much greater than me in the science and in the money and that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general. It should be noted that Iranians do not have so much science to found such giant technology companies like AMAZON, FACEBOOK, MICROSOFT and etc. This is because a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access. With my current level of science, in the best situation I will become a simple employee whose final assets limit will be a car and a house both in Iran and in foreign countries. 
6- If Iran becomes a state of USA, then Iran will have the most powerful defense system of the world without any cost. USA has the mostly advanced military in the world. 
7- Iranian people do not want a religious government and they want a secular government. If Iran becomes a state of USA, then Iran will have a secular government like USA without any cost. 

I have previously said that the value of a contract for a research project between The Ferdowsi University of Mashhad and East Oil and Gas Production Company was USD 36000 [14]. It should be noted that each USD was 10000 Iranian Rial at that time and
Therefore the contract value was 360 million Iranian Rial. Also I have previously said that Clitoris in women is similar to penis in men, i.e. in the same way that penis should be sucked, the clitoris should also be licked, sucked and eaten for the woman to reach orgasm [12]. If you have problem with these, then you can rub the clitoris by hand. Anyway these days women are considered as psychiatric pills. One reason why I have written this and my previous papers [3 to 14] is to say that there are many people who are much greater than me in science and money and that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general. People think that superpowers present all their science in their universities for the people of retarded and underdeveloped countries to study there and get more advanced than superpowers which is insane. Also people think that if someone goes to university, then he will reach everything. But this belief is completely wrong since a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in public access [17]. Also universities are waste of time and in the case of Iran are established to make people busy with science for them not to think of important things like politics and they prevent progress. I have discussed this matter in details in this and my previous papers [3 to 14]. I have previously said that the highest level of Iranian scientists in the fields of corrosion and inspection in oil industry have and use the following books all of which are USA innovations [3 to 14]. These files (books) are under COPYRIGHT rule and have a price. Iranians cannot produce such sciences to be used and accepted internationally. I mean that USA scientists are much greater than me and Iranian scientists in this field who have invented and produced these books and that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general. This is because a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in my and public access [17]. These are world and USA giant technology organizations who have invented and produced such files (books).

- AWS Welding Handbooks (All Volumes)
- NACE CP1, NACE CP2, NACE CP3, NACE CP4
- NACE CIP Level I, NACE CIP Level II
- ASNT NDT HANDBOOKS (Volumes 1 to 10)
- ASM Metals Handbooks
- Publications from AWS, ASME, API, NACE, AWWA, NFPA, ASTM, TEMA, SSPC (SPC), ABS, AAR, AASHTO, AISC, AREA, NBBPVI UBPVLS, FED, PFI, SAE, UL, MSS SP, ASNT, …

As another example, the official website of COATINGS WORLD has published the list of top coating companies in the world in 2019 none of which is Iranian. This list contains 82 companies 13 of which are from USA [28]. The sum of sale of these 13 USA coating companies was USD 43.115 Billion in 2019. These are USA and world giant technology companies. Again I want to say that there are much greater people than me both in science and money and that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general. This is because a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in my and public access [17]. As other example, UK as a giant technology country has constructed the ABADAN OIL REFINERY in 1912 [29] and Iranians cannot construct an oil refinery even in 2020 as I have illustrated in my articles [3 to 14]. These papers are full of such examples which show that there are much greater people than me both in science and money. Other example is the KEY TO STEEL handbook in which there is no Iranian invention of steels. According to the official website of KEY TO STEEL [30], the 25 countries who have invented steels are Australia, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Czech/Slovak Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Norway, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, USA. These countries are world giant steel technology countries.

I have previously mentioned [13] that National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) has officially listed its research and technological priorities [31 and 32]. This great list is updated in new year (and every year will be updated) and there are new topics officially published by National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) which can be found in internet [33 and 34]. These are scientific problems of Iran which I and Iranians cannot solve them. It should be noted that all of these scientific problems have been previously solved by superpowers and many years ago but they have not given those sciences to public access.

Also I have previously mentioned [13] that the Islamic Republic of Iran Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade has officially published a list of its research priorities [35 and 36]. This great list is updated in new year (and every year will be updated) and there are new topics officially published by Islamic Republic of Iran Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade which can be found in internet [37 and 38]. These are scientific problems of Iran which I and Iranians cannot solve them. It should be noted that all of these scientific problems have been previously solved by superpowers and many years ago but they have not given those sciences to public access.

In this paper and my previous papers [13, 14], I have mentioned some scientific problems of Iran which Iranians cannot solve. These scientific problems were in the form of research projects to be solved by universities. Iran universities cannot solve these scientific problems since they do not have access to a large part of discovered science and their solutions are neither scientific nor fundamental and instead are botch
and bungle which has no scientific value. But the reason why these research projects were created was to make people busy with science for them not to think of important things like politics in Iran. The universities works are shit and I think that they know that universities in Iran are created to make people busy with science for them not to think of important things like politics in Iran. In fact, the results of such research projects are not important for the Iran government since these research projects are for making people busy with science for them not to think of politics and therefore the results of such researches are both, bungle and absurd. Furthermore, these research projects are exhibitory only and does not have scientific value. In addition, these research projects are not money making at all because about 15 percent of the contract money is for the universities since the facilities of universities like laboratories, libraries, internet and so on are used for the research project [39]. Also there are more than 4 persons involved in each project and these research projects last for about a year or more. Therefore, you can see that these research projects are not profitable and money making for the researchers at all. In general, researches in Iran are a mixture of botch or bungle, fake data making and copy making.

I have previously said in my paper that Iran cannot produce API grade steels [4]. This fact was based on findings of Iranian university professors, my experience in oil and gas industry and pipe factory and etc. As another reason for my claim, you can see that there is an official Iranian international tender in the internet in which Iran officially announces that they want to buy and import the API grade steels to Iran in 2nd of December, 2019 [40]. This tender is in English language and for foreign suppliers. If Iranians could produce API grade steels in Iran, then there would not be such international tenders. It is in an Iranian international tender website. Also I have previously said in my paper that Iran cannot produce INTELLIGENT PIGS [3 to 14]. This fact was also based on findings of Iranian university professors, my experience in oil and gas industry and etc. As another reason for my claim, you can see that National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) has officially issued a list of its technological needs in which they strictly mention that Iran cannot produce INTELLIGENT PIGS and they are looking for somebody to produce it in Iran [41]. From this paragraph I want to conclude that I have worked very much on my papers [3 to 14] and they are valid which include this paper. Anyway there are fake news in Iran media (like internet, TV, newspapers and etc.) which claim that Iran has reached the highest scientific peaks of the world.

One of the most common subjects for Iranian researchers to research and publish ISI papers is to increase the corrosion resistance of commonly used materials like API grade steels, Titanium and its alloys and etc. But it should be noted that the more important thing and the first step is to produce these metals in Iran. Iranians cannot produce API grade steels and Titanium and its alloys but they work on them to increase their corrosion resistance which is absurd. Another most common subject for Iranians to research and publish ISI papers is failure analysis. But Iranians do not know the manufacturing processes of most of these failed objects since they cannot produce them in Iran like API grade steels and Titanium and its alloys and therefore their failure analysis are absurd and wrong since there might be a problem in manufacturing process of that part which resulted in its failure. API grade steels are used in oil and gas industry and Titanium and its alloys are used in oil and gas industry, aviation, medical implants and etc. If you search in internet in Farsi language, you will find websites that officially say that Iran cannot produce Titanium and its alloys as metal [42]. For Iranians, ISI papers and research projects are waste of time and are created for them not to think of Important things like politics and they prevent progress. Also ISI papers are a production of science in which consumer pays nothing to the producer. World industry never changes according to the Iranian ISI papers. Iranians hold STEEL SYMPOSIOM [43-49] whilst Iran has not yet invented any steel to be mentioned in the KEY TO STEEL handbook. There is a link in the official website of KEY TO STEEL handbook which introduces the 25 countries who have invented steels [30]. It should be noted that the steels mentioned in this handbook are produced in a large scale in steel factories all over the world and are used internationally. In Iran, SYMPOSIUMS and conferences have no scientific value and are exhibitory only and are created to make people busy with science for them not to think of important things like politics and they prevent progress. Such SYMPOSIUMS and Conferences are the place of JACKASSES.

Recently the Iranian great singer of Mr. Dariush Eghbali has made a song titled “Labkhand” which means smile. This song is my real life. The music video shows retarded and underdeveloped rural people for smile song. From the time when I started writing my papers titled “Criticism of the Current Science in the World” and “Its 11 Addenda”, I got happy. In these papers I said that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general. Special thanks to Iranian great singer of Mr. Dariush Eghbali for this song. This music video can be watched in YouTube [50]. It is a great honor for me since my life is shown in this great music video.

There is an old song from Iranian great singer of Mr. Dariush Eghbali titled “Booye Gandom” which describes the conditions of current Iran people towards their governors. This song can be watched in YouTube [51].
Fig. 1 is from BABYLON PICTURE DICTIONARY for crazy. He spins his finger around his ear to say that you are crazy. Also, he mocks everybody. He escapes since the people make him crazy. He uses magic to produce illusions and hallucinations. BABYLON PICTURE DICTIONARY is a valid, reputable and top international dictionary. Now I suppose that you could send me to madhouse. But the world understands that you, yourself are crazy. The following photo from BABYLON PICTURE DICTIONARY shows this fact very good. According to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, the reason why intelligent people catch mental disorders is that all the people are jealous of such minds and therefore try to make a mental disorder for those intelligent persons and try to destroy those minds. This is because people think that everything is brain and science and they are the most important things. The people think that if they have brain and science, then they will reach everything. This is completely wrong in Iran since the most important thing is politics in Iran because money, power and other benefits of political activities is extremely higher than any other activities in Iran. For example, as I have previously mentioned [20], the worth of Khamenei as Iran leader (200 Billion USD) is approximately twice more than the worth of richest person in the world as Mr. Jeff Bezos (116.9 Billion USD) who is known as the founder of AMAZON as world giant technology company [21]. Furthermore, Khamenei has control of Iran military and for example guns, missiles, war aircrafts, bombs and so on which Mr. Jeff Bezos does not have them. People cannot withstand and bear that a brain works so well and try to make a mental disorder for that intelligent person. It is to say that the intelligent people are mentally ill and in this way they appear crazy. These mental disorders are made to show that intelligent people seem crazy. People make mental disorders for intelligent persons to say that do not be honored of your brain since the psychological facts show that you have a mental disorder. But all the world knows that those who make these mental disorders are crazy themselves. People want to make psychiatric and medical documents, dossiers and records for that genius to show that he is mentally ill and this is why they send him to psychiatrist. The age of such frauds is over. The following photo from BABYLON PICTURE DICTIONARY shows this fact very good. Beside political reasons, one reason why I have written this article and my previous papers [3 to 14] was to say that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general. This is because a large part of discovered science is kept secret and is not in my and public access [17]. Therefore, do not be jealous of me, my science and my brain. So, I must be happy according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM. Anyway the people say that I have schizophrenia and my manuscripts of psychiatrist are in my website [52 and 53]. In Farsi crazy means giant. But I am not giant at all and I have illustrated this fact here in this paper and my previous papers [3 to 14]. Being giant results in jealousy of others and causes mental disorders. In this world that everything is scientific, intelligent people are considered as giant people. 15 years ago my brother said to me that people want to make medical and psychiatric documents, dossiers and record for you and that you should not continue education since your schizophrenia will worsen. My brother is a physician and now is an orthopedist. Now I understand him. I mean that there are greater psychiatrists than me in the world.

According to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, sadder people are wiser. On the other hand, crazy people are happy. This happiness is not free and it has a cost. The cost is that one should always remain crazy. I will continue writing these series of papers titled “Criticism of the Current Science in the World”
and “Its 11 Addenda” [3 to 14] forever since it is good for my mental health and I have said this in my website and other profiles like FACEBOOK, RESEARCHGATE, ACADEMIA and etc.

I am a sick and very poor man. I requested Dear Eminent Mr. President of USA Donald J. Trump, Her Highness Mrs. Ivanka Trump and U.S. VIRTUAL EMBASSY IRAN to send me money. I know that they control many charity organizations worldwide. I need a monthly basic income to survive. I have created a WebMoney (WebMoney is an online payment settlement system) account for financial aid to receive. The purse number is Z291871883734 and is in my name. Financial aid from any other sources are also greatly appreciated. For financial helps from Iran, my card number in TEJARAT BANK is 5859831150971751.

CONCLUSION

The only way that I strongly suggest for the scientific and economic advancement and development of Iran in all fields (including politics) is to make, regard and announce Iran as a state of USA (United States of America) officially and politically (and totally). I.e. Iran should make and regard itself as a state of USA (United States of America) politically (and totally). I have heard that this idea was first suggested by His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi for Iran. I have created a petition in internet [18] for everybody to sign it and to make Iran a state of USA. So please sign this petition. I have mentioned the name of His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi to say that there are many people in the world who are much greater than me in political sciences and in money and that I will not become anything in the science, I have no intelligence and I will not become anything in general.
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